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Supporting Secondary Students’ Engineering Front-End Design Skills with 
the Mobile Design Studio 
 
Introduction 
Today’s young learners face a future riddled with challenges, including access to clean water [1], 
increasing biodiversity loss [2], and climate change[3]. These challenges are particularly thorny because 
the underlying problems are ill-structured and can be perceived in multiple ways. Front-end design 
focuses on the early, creative, and highly open-ended stages of design such as problem framing, need 
finding, and ideation [4]. Projects like these could provide a promising context for learning to approach 
these wicked challenges, but historically front-end design has been difficult to implement in K-12 settings 
due in part to student unfamiliarity with design, task complexity (e.g., see [5]) and limited resources and 
preparation opportunities for teachers[6]. The four-year Mobile Design Studio or MODS project seeks to 
support teachers in engaging secondary students in front-end design where they explore and define 
problems, and then generate and review design ideas that combine scientific, technical engineering, social 
and contextual considerations.  
 
The project targets Earth and Environmental Science challenges for late middle school and high school 
students. The project team is developing a learning environment in which students can jointly learn socio-
scientific reasoning and design thinking skills for approaching these wicked challenges. To facilitate this, 
the project will extend an existing collaborative project-based learning environment with tools 
specifically supporting design projects. The platform, called CLUE [7], was originally developed by the 
Concord Consortium to support collaborative project-based learning in other STEM fields. Our extension 
of CLUE, which we called the Mobile Design Studio or MODS, will enable students to collaboratively 
explore, make connections, generate, and evaluate design ideas. Critically, the platform will incorporate a 
virtual AI design mentor that relies on Design Heuristics [8], [9], an empirically-based creativity tool, to 
guide students through exploration of ideas. The AI mentor will “learn” from students’ design processes 
to better assist them. This agent will rely both on event-based design process logs (e.g., when a student 
adds to a team members’ sketch or revises their problem statement) generated by the system as well as a 
tagging typology informed by researcher analysis for distinguishing more convergent or divergent 
concept generation artifacts.  
 
In conjunction with the development plan and following a design-based research approach [10], the team 
will research students’ learning of and ability to integrate socio-scientific reasoning [11] and design 
thinking (Li et al., 2019; Razzouk & Shute, 2012), as well as changes in students’ perceptions of science 
and engineering and engineering self-efficacy. For students, we leverage the funds of knowledge 
framework[12], [13]  in our curricular structure to help students make connections between their social 
and community knowledge or resources and the project. The project team will also develop a robust set of 
professional development (PD) workshops and aim to investigate how the PD and classroom 
implementation impacts teachers engineering design self-efficacy, classroom teacher moves, and views of 
front-end design. 
 
In summary, the main projects objectives are: 



1) Conduct fundamental and design-based research with secondary students on design thinking, 
socio-scientific reasoning and related learning outcomes 

2) Develop a series of design challenges and associated K-12 teacher professional development 
workshops situated in Earth science 

3) Develop the Mobile Design Studio to support K-12 front-end engineering design 
4) Develop an AI-powered design mentor to support students navigating front-end design  

 
In order to undertake these objectives the project team formed three separate but intertwined strands of 
work -  research, technology development, and curriculum development.  This allowed us to proceed with 
major project tasks relatively simultaneously and to leverage members to advance the strand most closely 
related to their specific expertise. However, it was also important to have several members who were 
active in multiple strands to ensure cross-discussion of ideas and insights across strands. At the time of 
writing of this conference proceeding, the curriculum development is approaching its first major full-draft 
curriculum, the technology development is finalizing a few smaller issues for the current version, and the 
research plan is nearly ready for piloting testing, where all strands will merge again. Thus, in the present 
work we report on the progress on each of these strands and where they are headed as the team 
approaches pilot studies.  
 
In the remainder of the article, we first review more background on front-end design, engineering design 
in K-12 settings, and the use of computer supported collaborative learning environments and AI for 
education. We then briefly outline our major theoretical foundations including situated cognition and 
funds of knowledge and describe how we situate our focus on design thinking and socio-scientific 
reasoning within this framing. Following this we introduce each of the strands mentioned above, 
technology development, curriculum development, and research planning. For each we present the 
original vision of the strand (as described in our original proposal), the work accomplished on it, and its 
next steps. Finally, we briefly discuss the mechanisms we have employed to help the project succeed and 
present fortuitous or serendipitous opportunities that have emerged as part of the project, before 
concluding.  
 
Background 
 
Front-end Design 

Front-end design is focused on early stages of design work, encompassing activities like understanding 
user needs, gathering information, developing requirements, and generating concepts [14], [15]. The 
criticality of this phase in engineering design is underscored by studies highlighting that failures often 
stem from inadequacies or errors during front-end work [16], [17]. Successful front-end design 
necessitates a deep understanding of user perspectives, incorporation of contextual factors, and creative 
exploration that aligns with people's values and implementation contexts. As such, front-end engineering 
design requires sociotechnical and creativity skillsets. Through applying these skillsets to understand 
design problems and generate solutions, students are set up to make connections across technical and 
social aspects of science and engineering work [18], as well as to integrate personal and community 
knowledge into their understanding of the problem and potential solutions.  



Numerous frameworks, tools, and methods exist to aid various aspects of front-end design. For instance, 
in idea generation, Design Heuristics serve as a tool offering prompts that stimulate diverse idea 
exploration during the design process [8], [9], [19]. These heuristics, arising from empirical studies on 
idea generation among designers, have been consolidated into a set of 77 cards, enabling novice designers 
to access and apply these heuristics. They leverage established patterns to inspire idea generation, 
encouraging consideration of technical, contextual, and stakeholder-related facets in design concepts. 
Research has evaluated the impact of these cards across expertise levels, from high school students to 
practitioners, demonstrating their efficacy in fostering more diverse and numerous ideas, achievable even 
through brief training sessions. Additionally, users find them accessible and beneficial in their idea 
generation processes [9], [20], [21], [22]. 
 
Engineering Design in K-12 
 
The next generation science standards or NGSS, which include an emphasis on science and engineering 
practices,  have led to an increased interest and use of engineering design in K-12 schools [23]. While 
there has been some research deploying front-end design in K-12 settings (e.g., [24]) historically back-
end design, which focuses on design stages after the problem is largely set or defined, have been more 
common in K-12 settings [25], [26], [27]. 
 
AI in Education and Design 

Artificial intelligence (AI) can be broadly construed as a field that seeks to create systems and/or 
algorithms to perform tasks that are thought to require intelligence and not simply brute computation [28]. 
Some research in AI also  aims to develop human-like intelligence or in some measure create an 
“artificial” cognitive structure and responses in whatever “contains” the AI [29], [30]. AI in education 
involves the application of AI techniques and methods toward supporting learning or educational goals. 
There is a long history of AI being used to support learners from intelligent tutoring systems that track 
students learning through series of problems and provide custom problem delivery and supports[31], [32], 
[33] to the more recent use of large-language model, such as ChatGPT, to generate content or support for 
students (e.g., [34]).    

While AI has been used extensively in some education areas such as math [35], [36], [37] and science 
[38], [39], it has been used relatively less in design education. Most of the work that does focus on using 
AI to support design education tends to examine highly constrained design problems, such as the design 
of a gear or shaft (e.g., see [40], [41]). One exception to this is the very recent work by [42] that analyzed 
students’ design thinking with generative design tools, which leverage AI to search for design solutions. 
This study uncovered a relationship between students’ ability to employ convergent thinking and 
generative design reasoning. In contrast to the limited application to design education, AI has seen 
substantial application in design practice. There is a long history of leveraging AI to support designers by 
embedding AI-powered assistive tools in design software. A common application for these assistive tools 
is offsetting some part of the designers search or optimization process to the tool[43], [44], [45]. More 
recent innovations have focused on having AI algorithms learn from human designers (e.g.,  [46], [47]) 
and the advantages and disadvantages of human-AI collaboration in design [48], [49], [50]. 



Work by [51] sought to synthesize research from both AI applications in education and design.  In their 
work, they identified this hybrid application to design education as instructional design agents which can 
be embedded in learning environments. These agents can take several roles (e.g., teammate or mentor) 
and can assist novices by embodying good design thinking activities and scaffolding task complexity. 
They proposed a tripartite framework for developing instructional design agents, which focused on the 
role or design tasks the agent was responsible for, the role or design tasks the student is responsible for 
and the agent and students’ interactions. See Figure 1.  

 
Figure 1 - Tripartite Framework for Creating Instructional Design Agents. Adapted from Schimpf, C., Huang, X., Xie, 
C., Sha, Z., & Massicotte, J. (2019). Developing instructional design agents to support novice and K-12 Design 
Education. In ASEE annual conference & exposition. 

The present work builds on past research in front-end design, engineering design in K-12 and AI in 
education and design to analyze how a collaborative learning environment with an AI-powered design 
mentor can support middle and high school students to engage in the messy, iterative, and open-ended 
nature of front-end design challenges.   
 
Theoretical Frameworks  

The two core frameworks guiding this  work are 1) situated cognition, which subsumes design thinking 
and socio-scientific reasoning and 2) funds of knowledge. We describe each below. 

Situated cognition describes learning as the development of knowledge, practices, and ways of thinking 
tied to specific contexts, such as a particular field of science [52]. As such, learning should ideally occur 
through experiences engaging in authentic practices in a given context of study. Situated cognition has 
been used to study how students develop design thinking skills [15] and research describes design 
expertise as including contextualized skills and knowledge [53], [54]. However, in secondary school 
contexts, it is unlikely that students will be able to become design experts. We, therefore, draw more 
specifically on the Informed Designer Matrix [55], which synthesized research on design thinking 
activities and proposed a new intermediary learning state, the informed designer. For example, whereas a 
novice designer will often generate only a few design ideas, an informed designer will exhibit idea 
fluency, generating different ideas through divergent thinking, and using these ideas to identify promising 
solutions. Three dimensions of the matrix  [55]—namely, understanding the challenge, generating ideas, 
and weighing options and making decisions—are particularly relevant for our front-end design focus. 



Situated cognition also grounds our work on socio-scientific reasoning, defined as a mode of thinking that 
bridges scientific concepts and social contexts, such as students’ family or community life (e.g., [56]) or 
societal issues like climate change [11]. Several studies suggest connecting students’ personal or 
community social contexts to science projects is a potent way for improving learning and interest 
outcomes [57], [58]. 

We combine this conceptualization of situated cognition with the Funds of Knowledge (FoK) asset-based 
framework [59]. Asset-based frameworks contend that students have assets from life outside school that 
can help them succeed, in contrast to deficit theories, which view education as primarily overcoming 
student deficits [60], [61]. Asset-based approaches are particularly important for marginalized students in 
STEM fields, such as low SES and minoritized students, as they help teachers and students recognize the 
valuable resources students bring to learning. FoK was developed through ethnographic work in students’ 
homes and communities [13], [62], and seeks to uncover and leverage students’ resources, in the form of 
knowledge and practices, in the classroom [61]. FoK has several advantages: it has been frequently 
leveraged in science and engineering education [12], [59], [63], [64]; key fund types have been identified, 
including family, community, peers, and popular culture [59], [65]; and explicit and adaptable prompts 
for eliciting students’ key fund types exist [12], [66]. Finally, FoK aligns with the concept of hybrid 
spaces or spaces that integrate disciplinary knowledge and practices with personal and community 
knowledge and practices [59]. Hybrid spaces can support creative problem and solution exploration that 
considers stakeholders and context and integrates personal, community, and disciplinary knowledge, 
which also aligns with this work's goals of emphasizing science, engineering and community or social-
based knowledge.  
 
Project Progress on Major Task Strands 
 
Curriculum Development 
Original Vision 
Our original vision for the curriculum development strand was to create five front-end design challenges 
that are grounded in distinct Earth Science concepts and that encompass technical, social or community-
based and science aspects of the problem. Each of these challenges would last approximately one week to 
two weeks of class time and would be crafted to be age-appropriate for middle or high school students, 
possibly resulting in variations for different populations.  
 
Current Work 
While all three strands have been in development concurrently since fall of 2023, the curriculum strand 
was the first to begin. This is due in large measure to the fact that the other strands were at least partially 
dependent on curriculum progress. For the technology strand, although we had a broad vision of how to 
transform CLUE into MODS, a more detailed curriculum would also raise new considerations for how 
that technology vision could be implemented and highlight aspects of CLUE that may need to be 
enhanced to support front-end design learning. More directly, without knowing the shape of the 
curriculum, our research plan could not clearly unfold, as details of the curricular intervention would 
inform how and what data we collected or where we needed additional research instruments. The 
curriculum development efforts are led by three members (Giroux, Harmon, and Handley) who have 
experience in K-12 classrooms, with assistance from other research team members. The primary goal in 



this effort was to develop a full set of lessons for one Earth Science topical area, which could serve as a 
prototype for future units.  
 
The curriculum development followed a backwards design approach [67], that started with developing a 
shared understanding of the purpose of the curriculum and the knowledge and skills students would 
demonstrate during the final summative assessment. The primary purpose of the curriculum was to 
engage students in the practices of front-end design [4] supporting students throughout each lesson to 
develop a strong understanding of stakeholder need while exploring the ill-structured, real-world issue of 
water conservation. Another central purpose of the curriculum was to help students draw connections 
between and leverage science, engineering, and social or community knowledge. The curriculum 
supported students to explore this problem locally, understanding water conservation issues and 
challenges in their own communities, to allow students to leverage funds of knowledge [12], [13] and 
their local expertise as they engaged in the process of front-end design. The summative assessment at the 
end of our series of lessons is an extended reflection task that prompted students to revisit their work 
throughout the series of lessons. During the reflection task, students would explain how their design 
solutions met the needs of stakeholders and provide evidence from their work products (such as a 
stakeholder map, research notes, or scoping table). During the reflection task, students would also reflect 
on the interesting, surprising, and challenging aspects of their design process.  

Following a backwards design approach, the team then developed a sequence of 8 lessons that would 
leverage students’ background knowledge and funds of knowledge and scaffold their learning to prepare 
them for the final reflection. Each lesson followed the general structure of lesson introduction, activities, 
and reflection prompts. Learning activities emphasized front-end design methods and included 
stakeholder mapping, creating stakeholder profiles, scoping, research, and multiple idea generation 
activities. The curriculum team used the collaborative features of MODS to include opportunities to 
discuss and share student work in each lesson. The curriculum also included opportunities for formative 
assessment in each lesson using the learning log in MODS and the engineer notebook. In the learning log, 
students can add content from their workspace into a log that they can access across lessons. Students can 
also annotate their work in the learning log. In the engineer notebook, students reflect on their learning in 
each lesson (i.e., the third part of every lesson) through typing or sketching guided by a question prompt 
related to the lesson objectives. Through collaborative learning activities and ongoing formative 
assessment, students will be well prepared to experience the front-end design process, explore issues of 
water conservation, and propose design solutions that meet stakeholder needs. 

Next Steps 

The next step in curriculum development is to collect pilot data on the implementation of the curriculum 
with middle school students to identify areas of improvement through an analysis of student work, open-
ended questions, observational data and/or interviews. An analysis of student work collected in the 
MODS platform will identify any challenges or difficulties students face in achieving the learning 
objectives and observational and interview data taken from the classroom during the curriculum 
implementation will identify any aspects of the curriculum, for example the clarity of instructions and the 
usability of the MODS interface, that can be improved so that the curriculum supports all students to 
achieve our learning outcomes.   



Piloting the curriculum will also provide opportunities to provide professional development for educators 
and receive feedback. Currently, the team is developing professional development activities that will 
engage educators in the same activities that students will experience in the curriculum combined with 
opportunities to reflect on the experience. Our activities will allow for teachers to reflect on pedagogical 
approaches to implementing the curriculum but will also engage educators in reflection on the process of 
engaging in front-end design, building engineering content knowledge for educators who may have had 
little exposure to the subject matter.  
 
Technology Development 
 
Original vision 
Our original vision for the technology development strand was to extend the Concord’s Consortium’s 
CLUE environment to the Mobile Design Studio or MODS and to develop an AI design mentor that 
would share design heuristics with students when they were struggling with front-end design. CLUE is a 
web-based platform that supports student collaboration in project-based learning by enabling a broad 
array of artifact generation (e.g., text, sketches, graphs), has a robust action-logging system for tracking 
student use of the platform, and allows teachers and students to share and adapt their work [7]. Our initial 
vision for the design mentor was to follow the framework put forth by  [51] and specifically have the 
mentor support students when sketching by providing customized design heuristic prompts based on 
activity in the CLUE event logger (e.g., if they are not creating many sketches).   
 
Current work 
The technology strand started after sufficient progress had been made on the curriculum strand. This 
allowed insights from curriculum development and newly discovered needs to inform the technology 
development, while the technology development itself could inform how research may be conducted. The 
technology strand is led by Concord Consortium, specifically team member Bondaryk who is the chief 
technology officer at Concord and her team of software developers and project managers. PI’s Schimpf 
and Daly likewise provided expertise on the content (e.g., front-end design and supporting design learning 
with technology) which informed development goals. The primary goals of this effort was to expand the 
CLUE platform to support student engagement with front-end engineering design projects and to create 
an AI-powered design mentor that can support student learning in these open-ended challenges.  
 
As with all work done at The Concord Consortium, an iterative, agile development process is used to 
identify the technology features that will most impact a project’s ability to implement and measure a 
desired intervention. A series of design discussions around the curriculum and the supports for students 
design sketching informed both the upgrade of the drawing tool and the facilities for introducing 
additional AI mentor content. We are now building features in two-week sprints so that the project team 
can review progress and provide feedback on direction as we go. New versions of the software appear on 
test branches so they can be reviewed and adjusted long before they ever make it a class test. New 
features are also made available in an authoring system - CLUE documents are used both by students and 
curriculum developers - so their utility and future specifications come from a steady stream of feedback 
from real use cases. 
 



The CLUE platform upon which MODS is based already had a number of important facilities to support 
the development of a collaborative, generative front-end design curriculum. An initial gap analysis 
revealed the need for additional features in our sketching tools, so our early focus was on making the 
sketch tool far more robust, accessible, and functional on touch/tablet devices to make the drawing 
process as easy for students as working on paper, but in a digital environment that allows for easy 
revision, sharing and iteration. We added a number of new sketching tools and created an interface that 
would allow students to work with shapes, have multiple drawing layers, and group objects in their 
drawings: 

 
Figure 2 -MODS Sketching Tool Example 

The tools added were geared towards making quick, communicative drawings that are easy to revise, and 
include arrows, text labeling, resizing, grouping, ordering, and visibility. These tools were developed to 
work as far as possible with both digital pen, mouse, keyboard and touch for the greatest number of 
modalities and accessibility.  
 
Note that, like all tools in the CLUE system, the student is encouraged to label their drawings. Recording 
notes within the drawing and titling is critical for keeping track of different kinds of design attempts, 
versions, and general intent. These features will be important as the teachers and eventually the AI mentor 
attempt to evaluate and categorize student work as we will see in the next section. This work on a tagging 
system that the AI mentor could tap into fortuitously emerged as part of CLUE’s larger development 
cycle. We originally intended the AI mentor to rely primarily on action logs, but expanding to tagging 
artifacts, such as different sketches students produced, may allow us to have the agent offer customized 
design heuristic suggestions based on ideas they have expressed less in their sketches.  
 
Related to above, the other piece of work to begin early in this project is a system for categorizing student 
work in a way that allows feedback. The categories must be specific enough that helpful feedback can be 
given that is relevant to each piece of student work, but general enough that they cover common cases and 
have meaning for the student journey in the curriculum. Selecting these categories is the work of the 
curriculum designers, and these are expected to evolve over the duration of the project. That requires a 
system in CLUE for exposing and applying these tags that is similarly flexible and updateable. A system 
was developed for applying tags defined in the curriculum. These can be applied to any piece of student 
work by the teacher or the researcher as more data is generated in the system. Eventually we expect to 



train the AI system to recognize these different categories reflected in student work, but for now we need 
more tagged training data. The existing teacher comment system was co-opted for this work, allowing 
teachers to annotate why they chose the tag they did as well as apply tags to documents or specific 
sketches, and apply multiple tags as the work evolves. 

 
Figure 3 - MODS Tagging System Example 

 
These tags will be presented to teachers and students through new views in CLUE that allow all the work 
in the class to be sorted by strategy, along with other relevant sorts such as by collaboration Group or by 
Student or Bookmarks. These sorts will both encourage teachers to apply tags to help their students know 
what directions to take their sketches, and help students to discover potential strategies. If all of a 
student’s documents fall in a single strategy or two, they may wish to explore alternatives. Part of our 
work this spring will be to also supply examples of design heuristic strategies as part of the curriculum, so 
that the AI mentor can guide students to alternative content as part of these views. 
 
Website Development 
Finally, outside of the main development at the Concord Consortium, UB has led the creation of the 
website for the MODS project. Team member Fan created the website using basic HTML, CSS and 
Javascript. HTML constructs the basic structure of the website, CSS enhances the pages to make them 
more appealing and engaging to users, and Javascript allows users to interact with the site. The website is 
for anyone interested in learning more about the MODS research project and our work throughout its 
project timeline. It also serves as a resource for teachers to gain teaching insights about the project and for 
them to  acquire curriculum and teaching resources to use in their own classrooms. The website includes a 
landing page with a general introduction to the research, a curriculum page, a teacher resources page, the 
ideas behind the project, related publications and presentations, a team page introducing everyone 
involved, as well as a contact page to send us any questions or suggestions.  
 



 
Figure 4 - MODS Sorting 

Next Steps  
The late spring will provide opportunities for this new UI work to be tested in classrooms with teachers 
and students both for usability of the sketch and collaboration tools, and for the educational enhancement 
effects of the heuristic support files. While we are vetting the software and the curriculum, the tagged 
student data that we gather during these class tests will also form the basis of our training set for future AI 
determination of strategy. These files as well as other examples drawn from the literature will be used to 
train a model that can tag student work for the teacher and can guide the student to particular files - either 
from the exemplar heuristics or from peer work. We will also analyze the workflow data to see when 
students begin to seek examples from their classmates or the curriculum, so we know when to trigger the 
AI mentor to offer help.  
 
Research Plan 
 
Original vision 
Our original research plan sought to investigate how our front-end design intervention might impact 
middle and high school students' design thinking and socio-scientific reasoning abilities, as well as their 
ability to draw connections between science, engineering, and community or social knowledge. We also 
sought to conduct design-based examinations of different versions of the curriculum and technology to 
better understand how changes did or did not impact these learning outcomes. We planned to collect both 
quantitative and qualitative data including student artifacts, pre/post surveys, and interviews.  
 
Current work 
Of the three strands, research planning started last, as it depended on notable progress in the curriculum 
and technology strands, as described above. The research team was led by the PI’s at University at 
Buffalo and University of Michigan and their research teams, with some of those on the curriculum 
development team also joining as researchers, as well as a researcher from the Concord Consortium. The 



primary goal of this group in this period was to plan the research design for pilots of the initial curriculum 
and prepare any research instruments, experiments, or other protocols needed to support this effort.  
 
The research team started by outlining the broad topics of investigation each team member thought would 
be important to this study. It became evident that to gain an in-depth understanding of introducing front-
end design using a web-based platform, perceptions and lived experiences of multiple stakeholders would 
be necessary. While student experiences and behaviors would be valuable, teacher perceptions would also 
be key to creating appropriate scaffolding tools to support them. This represented a shift from the original 
vision as written in the grant, where students were the primary subject of inquiry. In regular meetings, 
potential research questions were discussed, and relevant data sources identified to support those 
investigations. Initial discussions provided a framework for planning the research endeavor with several 
stakeholders. Research would be conducted at multiple stages including the pilot implementations that 
would support the iterative improvement and subsequent implementation of the succeeding full-scale 
implementations. Since the study involves a large number of stakeholders, a project-management 
approach to the planning was essential. A structure for organizing research questions, appropriate data 
sources, and potential scholarly venues was created using collaborative spreadsheets. Research and its 
various components took an important place in the Gantt chart that was developed to graph out the 
timeline of the project. 
 
The research team also tasked itself with collaboratively deploying a front-end design process to shape 
the development of the agent including its purpose, underlying philosophy and scope of actions that it will 
take with students or teachers This would be key to supporting the technology development by outlining 
the tasks and behaviors the agent would be able to perform. Questions like for who, what, how, and why 
will need to be answered. In discussions that ensued on this, the research team found that their approach 
in the planning of research was also very design-oriented. Important questions in the context of the agent 
have been identified by the team which will guide discussions on creating criteria for the development of 
the agent. The team will collaboratively brainstorm different possibilities for several aspects of the 
agent’s interactions with the stakeholders. Facets like agency of the agent, agency of students, and how 
the agent will support the teachers will be discussed. The result of the brainstorming sessions will be a set 
of guidelines or requirements for the technology development team which will be further developed in an 
iterative cycle using stakeholder artifacts from the interactions with the platform.  
 
Next Steps  
At the end of the spring academic semester, we will be running pilot tests of our initial curriculum with 
students, as mentioned in the curriculum development section. Data collection at this stage will focus on 
student perceptions of front-end design, engineering, and how it is situated in societal contexts. Research 
findings from the curriculum pilot tests will drive curriculum revisions and guide future implementations 
as described earlier. Teacher’s feedback will also be documented to inform both curriculum revisions and 
professional development practices. Brainstorming sessions to identify agent characteristics are ongoing. 
The immediate next steps also involve planning the research design for the curriculum implementation 
post-pilots and requesting IRB approval for further research.    
 
Mechanisms of Success 
 



Given the size and scope of this project there are several ways it may prove difficult in terms of logistics, 
our diversity of academic and applied perspectives, and technical feasibility. We have employed several 
mechanisms to try to provide checks on our process and to better ensure our voices and insights are 
incorporated into project progress. There are three major mechanisms we have relied on. First, our 
evaluator and broader evaluation plan. Our evaluator has over thirty years of experience with federally 
funded programs, including DRK12 projects like this one. More importantly, our evaluator has been 
embedded on several of the sub-teams and employs an evaluation approach that involves micro-testing of 
research and curricular prototypes iteratively, which aligns well with our design-based research focus on 
iterative testing and contextualized development [10]. Given the size and volume of materials being 
generated for curriculum and research purposes, this approach enables us to provide checks at multiple 
levels of scale and across contexts. Coupled with our evaluator’s regular feedback, potential issues or 
possible new opportunities can be identified earlier before the project has progressed too far. 
 
Second, although we have three separate strands of work, members from other teams frequently 
participate in other strands. For example, several of our research team members reviewed each curriculum 
lesson draft and met with the curriculum team to provide feedback and suggestions for revisions. 
Additionally, several of the curriculum team members join the technology team meetings to provide 
suggestions on possible revisions or additions to the MODS platform based on the curriculum 
development. In this way we ensure the project is truly interdisciplinary (e.g., see [68]) across the diverse 
expertise of our team members and strands are not operating in isolated silos. Third, and related to above, 
our teams embrace the philosophy of using prototypes as communication devices across group boundaries 
[69]. From jamboards created by the research team, to sketches from the technology team and scope and 
sequence tables by the curriculum team, these artifacts help us communicate ideas across the strands and 
allow others to react and build upon each other’s ideas. In lieu of not being able to participate in meetings 
across all groups, these prototypes facilitate transmission of ideas across teams asynchronously.  
 
Serendipitous Opportunities in Project Execution  
 
Although our initial grant proposal set out the vision for this project as we have progressed on the project 
goals there have been times new ideas or opportunities emerged serendipitously. In a designerly spirit we 
have embraced these fortuitous happenings. Two major examples have appeared so far. First, in the 
original vision of the design mentor, we thought it would primarily support students while sketching, 
which is lessons six and seven of the current curriculum unit. However, as the research team began 
discussing the design mentor and reviewing the curriculum thus far, we felt only focusing on the 
sketching lessons may be too narrow of a support system. Moreover, given the wide range of experiences 
our team brings to the research including science education, engineering education, mechanical 
engineering, data science, literacy education, teacher education, educational technology, K-12 education 
we felt that leveraging our unique insights and perspectives could help us design a more robust design 
mentor. As such, we have begun a series of brainstorming sessions to collectively redefine the envelope 
of what the agent or design mentor may do. 
 
The CLUE software developed by the Concord Consortium is a general platform and set of features that 
supports a variety of project-based learning curricula including biology, computer science, and math. 
Many of these development projects run concurrent with the MODS project, which focuses on front-end 



design. One of the other strands of CLUE has begun development of a student artifact tagging system that 
would allow teachers or researchers to tag student artifacts to classify them as examples of key learning 
outcomes or challenges. A sufficiently large pool of examples could then be analyzed by a classification 
algorithm which would allow the system to automatically recognize aspects of a student's work and offer 
more specific feedback. In light of the fact that the team already planned on using the event or action 
logger of CLUE to help identify where students are struggling in front-end design and how to support 
them, we saw the tagging systems as another opportunity to better capture students activities in the 
platform, not only through their actions but also through the artifacts they generated. The team is 
currently working on a categorization schema that could be used to classify student front-end design 
artifacts that may give us additional insight into what students have completed or understood and serve as 
another basis for specialized feedback or support. Since MODS is built from CLUE, we can simply bring 
these new features into MODS without having to begin any separate development cycles. We are hopeful 
this will help us better understand how students navigate the complex landscape of front-end design.  
 
Conclusions 
 
As part of the NSF Grantees Session, on our key objectives our progress thus far has resulted in a 
prototype of our curriculum, a quickly approaching pilot of our research design, MODS has emerged as a 
modified version of CLUE for front-end design and we have begun the project of envisioning a much 
more robust design mentor. In this work we have also highlighted our next steps for each of the strands of 
the project. Front-end engineering design is an underemphasized project area and can be used as means to 
encourage interests in and improve perceptions of STEM fields especially when grounded in socio-
cultural contexts. Prior research suggests that integrating community concerns with engineering and 
science can encourage women and persons from minortized groups who often place greater emphasis on 
community impact of their work but find engineering detached from their experiences (Colvin et al., 
2012; Smith et al., 2014). We combine Earth and environmental science contexts with front-end design 
process, an initiative not implemented before to further embed engineering within secondary science 
curricula. These design projects are aimed at providing both students and teachers with exposure to 
engineering and implemented with research-based scaffolding strategies and a design mentor. In this 
paper on our project, we describe how three different, but interconnected strands are following a design-
based approach to leverage the strengths of professional development, AI and data science, and project-
based learning to build a model for implementing front-end design in secondary school under different 
domains. Building on our experiences so far and following a planned approach that includes 
interdisciplinary collaboration and strategic and iterative evaluations, we aspire to add to the knowledge-
base of NSF’s 10 Big Ideas, the human-technology frontier.  
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